We present the Model-Agnostic Dark Halo Analysis Tool (MADHAT), a numerical tool which implements a Fermi-LAT data-driven, model-independent analysis of gamma-ray emission from dwarf satellite galaxies and dwarf galaxy candidates due to dark matter annihilation, dark matter decay, or other nonstandard or unknown astrophysics. This tool efficiently provides statistical upper bounds on the number of observed photons in excess of the number expected, based on empirical determinations of foregrounds and backgrounds, using a stacked analysis of any selected set of dwarf targets. It also calculates the resulting bounds on the properties of dark matter under any assumptions the user makes regarding dark sector particle physics or astrophysics. As an application, we determine new bounds on Sommerfeld-enhanced dark matter annihilation in a set of eight dwarfs. MADHAT v1.0 includes 58 dwarfs and dwarf candidate targets, and we discuss future planned developments. MADHAT is available and will be maintained at https://github.com/MADHATdm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Dwarf galaxies (dwarfs) are gravitationally-bound astrophysical objects, notable for having a matter distribution that is heavily dominated by dark matter. They are an excellent target for indirect dark matter searches: dwarfs contain few baryonic sources of high energy photons that would contaminate a dark matter signal, and prompt photons produced by dark matter annihilation/decay within a dwarf point directly back to the source. Indeed, searches for photons emanating from dwarf using Fermi-LAT data provide some of the tightest constraints on dark matter annihilation cross sections [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . These published constraints are typically based on specific assumptions about dark matter particle physics and astrophysics and about the dwarfs used in the analysis; for any other choice, one must perform a new and potentially computationally-intensive analysis. In this paper, we present an efficient numerical tool that allows the user to perform a stacked analysis of a set of dwarf satellite galaxies and dwarf galaxy candidates (hereafter collectively referred to as "dwarfs") to determine dark matter annihilation/decay exclusion constraints for any choice of dark matter particle physics or astrophysics model.
We introduce the Model-Agnostic Dark Halo Analysis Tool (MADHAT), an automated numerical implementation of the data-driven formalism described in Ref. [6] (other data-driven approaches are described in Refs. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] ). MADHAT incorporates processed Fermi-LAT data for many known dwarfs, allowing for a quick stacked analysis. The formalism relies on statistical estimates of the foreground/background gamma-ray flux along the observational line of sight. Examining the gamma-ray flux slightly off-axis from a dwarf target provides an estimate for the number of photons attributable to astrophysical foreground/background expected to arrive on-axis from the target region. The user may choose the set of dwarf targets to stack, and the total number of photons observed from the directions of the targets places a statistical bound on the expected number of photons attributable to prompt dark matter annihilation/decay or, potentially, other non-standard or unknown astrophysics. This bound is conservative, since other possible anomalous sources of photons are not considered here. For example, unresolved point sources could be located near the line of sight to one or more targets and could therefore contribute to an excess of photons, thereby weakening the constraint on dark matter annihilation. Finally, the user can specify the particle properties of dark matter and the J-or D-factors of the dwarf targets to determine a statistical bound on the dark matter annihilation cross section or decay rate, respectively; the user can also take the MADHAT output and use it to constrain more exotic dark matter models.
The bounds obtained from this formalism are not necessarily the strongest; a dedicated analysis designed to study a particular particle physics or astrophysics scenario would likely generate stronger constraints, though perhaps not dramatically so [6] . The advantage of this formalism is that it can easily be applied to any particle physics or dark matter halo model, as those assumptions only enter at the final stage of the analysis. Moreover, as new dwarfs are discovered and as the Fermi-LAT acquires more publicly-available data, MADHAT will be updated with new files of processed Fermi-LAT data.
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we review the framework of the analysis. In Sec. III we describe how to use the code that implements this analysis. As an application, we use this code to obtain new bounds on Sommerfeld-enhanced dark matter annihilation in Sec. IV. We conclude with a discussion in Sec. V.
II. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
MADHAT allows users to perform a stacked analysis of dwarfs with Fermi-LAT data to place bounds on the number of photons not attributable to foregrounds/backgrounds, and, in particular, on dark matter annihilation. The methodology follows that in Ref. [6] , in which the Fermi-LAT data, assumptions about the dwarf halo properties, and assumptions about dark matter particle model can be treated as modular components of the analysis. Using this framework gives the analysis flexibility, allowing MADHAT to be a versatile tool that is applicable over a wide range of dark matter scenarios.
We summarize the analysis pipeline here and refer the reader to Ref. [6] for more detail. In Sec. II A, we briefly discuss how we use Fermi-LAT data to obtain necessary gamma-ray information associated with each dwarf, which is treated as input to MADHAT. We then describe how MADHAT uses this data to set limits on the number of excess gamma rays arising from anomalous sources in the directions of the dwarfs in Sec. II B and subsequently set limits on dark matter properties in Sec. II C.
A. Processing Fermi-LAT data
The stacked analysis implemented in MADHAT relies on the observed number of photon counts from each dwarf in question and from its surrounding region. There is no spectral analysis in our framework, so all photons in an energy range E min < E γ < E max are incorporated. While we are concerned only with photon counts in Sec. II B, we need the corresponding flux in Sec. II C to connect to dark matter properties. The flux from a given target is the number of photons divided by the effective area A eff of the Fermi-LAT and the observation time. In general, the A eff varies with the gamma-ray energy; however, in the energy range between 1 GeV and 100 GeV, it is fairly insensitive to the gamma-ray energy and may be treated as constant. Therefore, we choose E min = 1 GeV and E max = 100 GeV and set the effective area to its average valueĀ eff . Doing so allows us to handle the data separately from the spectral information of the background/foreground and the dark matter annihilation/decay.
Processing Fermi-LAT data can be nontrivial, so we extract the necessary gamma-ray information needed for the analysis to distribute with MADHAT. We include the following for each dwarf target:
• the effective exposureĀ eff T obs , where T obs is the total observation time of the target,
• the number of observed photons N obs with E min < E γ < E max arriving from the target region, a cone with an opening angle of 1 • centered at the target, and
• the probability mass function (PMF) for foreground/background photons with E min < E γ < E max within 1 • sample regions. As described in Ref. [6] , the PMF is a histogram of the number of photons observed in 10 5 randomly chosen sample regions within 10 • of the target, excluding any sample regions that overlap with the target region or are centered within 1.3 • of a known point source.
We consider a total of 58 dwarfs, listed in Tables I and II, using their location information from the dmsky 1 tool. To exclude known point sources, we obtain their locations from the Fermi 3FGL catalog [16] . We utilize Fermi-LAT Pass 8R3 data [17] in the mission elapsed time range of 239557417 to 585481831 seconds, using the Fermi Science Tools 1.0.10 2 and FermiPy 3 . We apply the selection specifications evclass=128, evtype=3, and zmax=100 and the filter '(DATA_QUAL>0)&&(LAT_CONFIG==1)'. Compared to our previous work [6] , we consider more dwarfs and include more Fermi-LAT data.
B. Constraining excess events
With the PMF and observed photon count for each dwarf, a straightforward analysis to perform is constraining the excess number of photons over background/foreground that arise from an anomalous source in the target region. Since we are ultimately interested in constraining photons from dark matter annihilation/decay, we gain statistical power by stacking all dwarfs, all of which would have annihilation/decay signals. We note, however, that the user can run MADHAT for a single dwarf target to assess the probability of excess photons arising from, for instance, an unresolved point source. In any case, we assume that the total number of photon counts from the anomalous sources in all target regions follows a single Poisson distribution.
The user can define a subset of the 58 dwarfs included in MADHAT to use for the stacked analysis, in which we imagine overlaying the photon-count maps for those dwarfs. MADHAT convolves the PMFs for all the selected targets to obtain the joint PMF for foreground/background photons arriving from within an arbitrary 1 • sample region in the vicinity of the stacked target region. It then convolves the joint PMF with the signal Poisson distribution, given some expected mean number of signal counts N sig , to obtain the total probability distribution. The code adjusts N sig until the probability of observing at least the total number of observed photons N obs arising from the stacked target region matches a user-specified value 0 < β < 1; we denote this count number as N bound (β). For further details on this computation, we refer the reader to Ref. [6] . Setting N sig > N bound (β) shifts the total probability distribution to the right towards higher number counts, leaving the observed N obs lying further in the left tail of the distribution; thus, observing N obs becomes more disfavored for this total distribution. In this sense, we say that N bound (β) represents an upper limit on N sig with a confidence level (C.L.) of β. We urge caution in interpreting β as a C.L., particularly at small N bound (β), for which there is little difference between the total distribution and the PMF, or at low β.
At this point, we emphasize that the choice of targets should be independent of the Fermi-LAT data itself. Using a subset of targets that all have slight excesses above the mean of their PMF distributions would bias the analysis and degrade the interpretation of β. It is the responsibility of the user to ensure that their dwarf sets are constructed in an unbiased manner.
The analysis thus far has assumed only that there is an anomalous source of gamma rays originating from the dwarf target region that is not present in the nearby surrounding area. We now attribute any possible excess of photons to dark matter annihilation/decay. As previously mentioned, it may be that an unresolved point source near a target region could be contributing to the observed number of photons. Disregarding such possibilities and assuming all anomalous events are due to dark matter, we obtain a conservative limit on N bound .
C. Constraining dark matter properties
We may now translate N bound (β) into a bound on specific dark matter properties. In particular, we focus on signals from dark matter annihilation, since dwarfs are ideal systems to search for such processes. Our analysis holds equally well for decay, and we note the differences throughout this section.
For a broad class of dark matter scenarios, the photon flux arising from dark matter annihilation can be factorized into a particle physics factor Φ PP and an astrophysical J-factor (referred to as the D-factor for decay). The factor Φ PP is independent of the target, and the J-factor is determined by properties of the dark matter halo (it may also depend on the dark matter microphysics if the annihilation cross section is velocity-dependent [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] ). The number of expected signal photons due to dark matter annihilation/decay in the ith target can thus be written as
where J i (∆Ω) is the J-factor of the ith target integrated over the solid angle ∆Ω and (Ā i eff T i obs ) is the exposure of the ith target.
Consider, for example, the case in which dark matter consists of a single self-conjugate particle species with an annihilation cross section
where m X is the dark matter mass, dN γ /dE γ is the photon spectrum per annihilation, is the distance along the line of sight, and f (r, v) is the dark matter velocity distribution. We do not convolve the photon spectrum with a smearing function to account for the Fermi-LAT energy resolution; since we are integrating over a relatively large energy range, the effect on our result is negligible. In the most commonly studied case of s-wave annihilation, the cross section is velocity-independent such that S(v) = 1 and the J-factor reduces to J = ∆Ω dΩ d ρ 2 , where ρ is the dark matter density profile. Note that if the dark matter particle and antiparticle were distinct (with equal abundances), then the expression for Φ PP in Eq. (2) would be multiplied by an extra factor of 1/2. For dark matter decay with a decay rate Γ, we would substitute (σ A v) 0 /2m X → Γ and J → ∆Ω dΩ d ρ.
We can obtain the bound Φ bound PP (β) at the β C.L. from setting N bound (β) = i N i S and dividing by i J i (∆Ω) × (Ā i eff T i obs ). The exposures are provided in MADHAT as part of the data processing explained in Sec. II A, but J-factors for the chosen subset of dwarfs are also needed. There are many methods for estimating J-factors from stellar data, and results can vary widely for different underlying assumptions. For example, the J-factors can change significantly if one does not assume a spherically-symmetric dark matter distribution or if one assumes velocity-dependent dark matter annihilation, in which case the J-factor depends on the dark matter velocity distribution, as in Eq. (2) . MADHAT is distributed with example input files of J-factors (and their uncertainties) from various sources, discussed more in the following section. The user may also create their own input files with their choice of J-factors.
Finally, we can translate the bound on Φ PP to a bound on parameters of a specific dark matter model. In particular, MADHAT assumes Φ PP is given by Eq. (2) . The user provides the values of m X and the integrated energy spectrum per annihilation, and MADHAT produces a bound on (σ A v) 0 at the β C.L. Performing this procedure over a range of m X results in an exclusion curve at the β C.L. in the (m X , (σ A v) 0 )-plane. For a more generic scenario, the user must convert Φ bound PP (β) themselves to constrain the parameters of their particular dark matter model.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
MADHAT is available at https://github.com/MADHATdm. The MADHAT package includes code written in C++, processed Fermi-LAT data for 58 dwarfs, ten pre-defined dwarf sets, four dark matter model files for annihilation to two-body final states, and templates for defining additional dwarf sets and dark matter models. Detailed instructions for installation and execution can be found on the MAdHAT wiki 4 . In order to run MADHAT, the user must specify, at a minimum, the set of dwarfs to analyze and the β C.L. for the limits. The user may also specify the dark matter mass and integrated photon spectrum between 1 GeV and 100 GeV, which are used to calculate limits on (σ A v) 0 . Input formatting and argument specification are described briefly below.
There are three options for running MADHAT:
A) Specify the set of dwarfs to be analyzed, the confidence level (β) for N bound , and the dark matter model parameters. This option requires three arguments to run:
. 
Note that ±dΦ PP and ±d(σ A v) 0 are the uncertainties in Φ PP and (σ A v) 0 obtained by varying all J-factors up or down by one standard deviation.
B) Specify the set of dwarfs to be analyzed, the confidence level (β) for N bound , and the mass and integrated photon spectrum for single dark matter model point:
.
/madhat [dwarfset.dat] [beta] [mass] [integrated spectrum]
This option is a duplicate of option A, but allows the user to quickly check a single model point. Output will print to the screen. C) Specify the set of dwarfs to be analyzed and the confidence level (β) for N bound . This option requires two arguments to run:
Output will print to screen in the following format: β, N bound (β), Φ PP , +dΦ PP , -dΦ PP .
Arguments to the MADHAT executable must be specified as follows:
• [dwarfset.dat] is a file containing the parameters for the dwarfs the user would like to analyze and must be located in the directory Input. This file must contain, at a minimum, the ID numbers for the dwarfs to be considered. It may also contain J-factors for each dwarf and J-factor errors. Note that errors are not necessary, and if omitted, errors on ±dΦ PP will print as zeros. Similarly, if the file only contains dwarf ID numbers, Φ PP will also print as zero. There are ten [dwarfset.dat] files included in the MADHAT package, plus a template file, SetTemplate.dat.
• [beta] is a number between zero and one that specifies the confidence level (e.g., 0.95 for 95% C.L.).
• [model.in] is a file containing a list of dark matter masses and integrated photon spectra, each of which must be floating point numbers, and must be located in the directory Input. There are four files of this type included in the MADHAT package: DMbb.in, DMWW.in, DMmumu.in, and DMtautau.in, which are basic model files for dark matter annihilation to bb, W + W − , µ + µ − , and τ + τ − , respectively, tabulated using the PPPC4DMID spectra [28, 29] . We also include a template/test file, dmtest.in.
• The dark matter mass and integrated photon spectrum for a single model point may also be specified directly as arguments to the executable (run option B). In this case, both [mass] and [integrated spectrum] must be positive floating point numbers.
For details on formatting of the input files, please consult the wiki.
In Tables I and II , we list the 58 dwarfs (and dwarf candidates) included in the MADHAT package, along with the Fermi-LAT exposure (Ā eff T obs ), the average of number of photons from the PMF (N bgd ), and the number of photons observed from the direction of the target (N obs ). MADHAT contains several predefined sets of dwarf targets with Jfactors and uncertainties found by previous studies. We include the sets defined in our previous work [6] : Set 1 (and subsets 1a, 1b, 1c) [5] , 2 [30] , 3 [31] , 4 [32, 33] , and 5 [22] . We introduce Set 6 with J-factors from Ref. [34] ; we take the J-factors integrated over the largest angular cone of 0.5 • (to encompass as much of the dwarf as possible) and take the values for Horologium I, Reticulum II, and Tucana II that used the parameters from Ref. [35] . We also include Set 7 with J-factors for Sommerfeld-enhanced annihilation in the Coulomb limit for 8 dwarfs from Ref. [21] ; we take the J-factors determined for an Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile, using the Eddington method. For each of the 58 targets used by MADHAT, Tables I and II indicate which sets the targets belong to and the value of the J-factor used in each set. Note that Sets 1a,1b,1c are all subsets of Set 1 with no change in the values of the J-factors, and membership in these subsets is indicated in Tables I and II 
IV. AN APPLICATION
We illustrate the utility of this tool by using it to perform a new analysis. We consider a scenario in which dark matter annihilation is Sommerfeld-enhanced in the Coulomb limit. In this case, the dark matter annihilation cross section is enhanced at small relative velocities; in particular, [36, 37] . The standard results for s-wave J-factors cannot be used; instead, an effective J-factor must be derived from the dark matter velocity distribution using Eq. (2). There have been a variety of calculations of dwarf effective J-factors for the case of Sommerfeld-enhanced dark matter annihilation [21] [22] [23] , but because there is no unambiguous way to reconstruct the dark matter velocity distribution from stellar data, the approaches of these papers have varied widely. We use MADHAT to perform an updated analysis from Ref. [6] for the 5 targets in Set 5 and a new analysis for the 8 targets in Set 7. The J-factors for both of these sets are effective J-factors for Sommerfeld-enhanced dark matter annihilation in the Coulomb limit (with the dark matter self-coupling taken to be α X = 0.01), though of the 8 targets in Set 7, only two are in common with the 5 targets in Set 5 [22] . Moreover, the approaches to determine the effective J-factors in Ref. [21] and Ref. [22] are different. Although both works assumed a pure NFW profile and used the Eddington inversion formula to obtain the velocity distribution from the density profile, they used different methods to determine the central values and uncertainties in the NFW profile parameters. In Ref. [22] , the NFW profile parameters were determined using stellar data and a V max − r max relation found in numerical simulations, while in Ref. [21] , the parameters were determined using only stellar data.
In Fig. 1 , we present N bound (β) (left) and Φ bound PP (β) (right) for Set 5 (blue) and Set 7 (red). The uncertainty bands for N bound (β) and Φ bound PP (β) are determined by varying all of the effective J-factors either up or down by the uncertainties given in Refs. [22] and [21] , respectively. Note that because the included dwarfs, as well as the J-factor calculations, differ between the two sets, there are significant differences in N bound (β) and Φ bound PP (β). The curve for Set 5 begins around β = 0.29, while the curve for Set 7 does not begin until β = 0.63. 5 We are able to find, for instance, a limit N bound = 46 or Φ bound PP = 2.66 +4.39 −1.40 × 10 −33 cm 3 s −1 GeV −2 at the 60% C.L. for Set 5, while our analysis has no constraining power for Set 7.
To convert the 95% C.L. bounds on Φ PP into bounds on particle parameters, we consider dark matter annihilation into four different final states: bb, W + W − , µ − µ + , and τ − τ + . We use the numerical tools described in Ref. [28] to obtain the integrated photon spectra at various masses m X for these annihilation channels. Figure 2 shows the resulting 95% C.L. bounds in the (m X , (σ A v) 0 ). We note that the smaller uncertainties in the J-factors for the Set 7 dwarfs leads to smaller uncertainty bands on (σ A v) 0 (which is also the case for Φ bound PP (β) in the right panel of Fig. 1) . Additionally, the 95% C.L. bounds are slightly stronger from Set 5 than from Set 7, though from the right panel of Fig. 1, this is not the case for all values of β. 
V. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
We have introduced MADHAT, an efficient numerical tool that provides statistical limits on the number of observed photons coming from dark matter annihilation/decay or other nonstandard or unknown astrophysics. MADHAT computes the resulting limits on dark matter annihilation in dwarf sattelite galaxies and dwarf candidates for any choice of the dark matter microphysics, astrophysics, or targets that the user makes. MADHAT is an implementation of the analysis framework presented in Ref. [6] , updated to include the most recent Pass8R3 Fermi-LAT data [17] . As an example application, we have performed a new analysis with MADHAT to determine bounds on Sommerfeld-enhanced dark matter annihilation for the set of 8 dwarfs considered in Ref. [21] . This tool will be maintained and upgraded as new Fermi-LAT data is released and as new dwarfs are discovered. In particular, we will update the PMFs and the number of photons observed over the Fermi-LAT exposure. Although this tool currently utilizes only data from the Fermi-LAT, a similar analysis can be performed using any instrument for which the data is publicly available or for which the appropriate exposures, PMFs, and observed counts are provided by the collaboration. We anticipate updating this tool to include other instruments in the future.
Finally, we note that MADHAT can be operated as a stand-alone tool, as described here, or incorporated into existing dark matter analysis packages or pipelines. We are currently working to incorporate MADHAT into the GAMBIT global fitting code for Beyond the Standard Model physics [38] so that information from Fermi-LAT dwarf observations can be included in GAMBIT analyses. We encourage MADHAT to be used in conjunction with other software packages for dark matter analysis as well.
Dwarf satellite galaxies are extremely promising targets for indirect dark matter searches. Our aim with MADHAT is to enhance the ability of the dark matter community to use indirect detection strategies to learn about the physics of the dark universe. 
